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Research and evaluation capacity supports:  

•more successful programs and policies

• efficient use of resources

• development and use of relevant evidence

• improved population health outcomes

Despite the potential to enhance public health practice, it is 
unclear how and in what ways partnership models, like SiREN, 
influence practice. 

Background



Systems thinking is a discipline for seeing wholes. It is a framework 
for seeing interrelationships rather than things, for seeing patterns 

of change rather than static snapshots.”  Peter Senge.

Systems thinking



Data was collected from: SiREN organisational documents; online 
surveys (n=104); and in-depth semi-structured qualitative 
interviews with people who had engaged with SiREN (n=16).

1. Data was entered into NVivo and coded using a complex 
adaptive systems lens.

2. A draft causal loop diagram (systems map) was developed.

3. A workshop with interview participants and the SiREN 
management team was held to refine the diagram.

Methods



Factors influencing engagement 

Process/mechanisms

Impacts & 
outcomes 



Feedback: A change within the system that feeds back in leading 
to further change. 

Feedback



Engagement builds trust which leads to increased engagement. 

“I think it’s about showing credibility, following through with 
promises. So saying they’ll do something and actually doing it. I 
think recognising… I think that stuff around not coming in and 

being, “We know everything,” and listening to what the sector has 
to say, and trying to work with the sector…” Manger, NGO

Feedback



Path dependence: Processes can have similar starting points 
and lead to different outcomes due to different decisions made 
along the way.

Path dependence



Adaptation: System changes in response to an intervention. 

“It's (evaluation) not something you just tag on the end of something. It actually drives 
the whole (program)… I've learned a lot about the importance of evaluation” Project 

Officer, NGO

“(SiREN) had been encouraging me to find these sort of research projects, you know, 
and so I’m starting to kind of now see (research) opportunities which is great.“ Project 

Manager, NGO

Adaptation



Emergence: Elements within the system interact to bring about 
changes.

“…we’ve broadened our scope (referring to new services) and part 
of that has been because we’ve increased the evaluation methods 

that we use and the way that we evaluate.” Manager, NGO.

Emergence



Using systems thinking supported

• the identification of the real drivers of change 

• the understanding how elements interact and contribute to 
outcomes

• the understanding of how broader system factors influence 
SiREN’s ability to achieve its aims

• a participatory approach to creating a shared understanding 
of SiREN

So what?
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